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The intensity of the sky varies greatly over the day, and the primary cause of that intensity differs as well.
When the sun is well above the horizon, direct scattering of sunlight (Rayleigh scattering) is the
overwhelmingly dominant source of light.
Sky - Wikipedia
In comparative mythology, sky father is a term for a recurring concept of a sky god who is addressed as a
"father", often the father of a pantheon.
Sky father - Wikipedia
Ramadan (also known as Ramadhan or Ramzan) is the ninth month in the Islamic calendar. It is a time when
Muslims around the world focus on prayer, fasting, giving to charity, and religious devotion. The last third of
Ramadan is a particularly holy period, as it commemorates when the Koran's (Qu'ran
Ramadan begins in Saudi Arabia - Time and Date
If you face southwest during mid-evening this month and look high up, you should be able to make out four
fairly bright stars that make a giant square in the sky.
Whatâ€™s up in Tonightâ€™s Sky â€“ Beckstrom Observatory
FactSheet. Lightning Safety When Working Outdoors. Lightning strikes can severely injure or kill workers
whose jobs involve working . outdoors. Lightning is often overlooked as an occupational hazard, but
employers
Lightning Safety When Working Outdoors
Ramadan (also known as Ramadhan or Ramzan) is the ninth month in the Islamic calendar. It is a time when
Muslims around the world focus on prayer, fasting, giving to charity, and religious devotion. The last third of
Ramadan is a particularly holy period, as it commemorates when the Koran's (Qu'ran
RAMADAN BEGINS - Time and Date
The sky is not a painting, it's a movie. Stars pulse, flare, some explode as supernova, asteroids whiz by the
earth, new comets appear in the sky, Aurora sets the northern skies ablaze and meteors streak through
Earth's atmosphere.
TONIGHTS SKY - The York County Astronomical Society
NASA.gov brings you the latest images, videos and news from America's space agency. Get the latest
updates on NASA missions, watch NASA TV live, and learn about our quest to reveal the unknown and
benefit all humankind.
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